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Introduction$135!
Asthma!and!allergic!rhinitis!(ARA)!are!chronic!inflammatory!diseases!of!the!airways!that!often!136!
coexist!in!children!(1).!Rhinitis!increases!the!risk!of!asthma!and!impairs!its!control!(2–4).!When!non]137!
controlled,!these!conditions!are!responsible!for!a!significant!decrease!in!patient’s!quality!of!life!(1).!138!
Currently,!clinical!asthma!control!is!defined!as!the!frequency!and!intensity!of!symptoms!and!139!
functional!limitations!that!a!patient!experiences!or!has!recently!experienced!as!a!consequence!of!140!
the!disease!and!includes!day!and!night!symptoms,!use!of!reliever!therapy,!activity!limitations,!and!141!
lung!function!measurements!(5).!Rhinitis!control!has!never!been!formally!defined.!Nevertheless,!142!
Demoly!et!al.!(6)!recently!argued!for!the!use!of!the!concept!of!rhinitis!control!as!a!way!to!improve!143!
clinical!decisions.!144!
CARAT10!was!the!first!tool!that!was!developed!and!validated!to!assess!ARA!control!in!adults!(age≥18!145!
yr)!(6–8).!In!children,!until!recently,!there!were!several!available!tools!evaluating!asthma!control,!but!146!
as!far!as!we!know,!there!was!no!tool!assessing!the!control!of!rhinitis!or!ARA.!Control!of!Allergic!147!
Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!Children!(CARATKids)!was!developed!to!evaluate!ARA!control!in!148!
children!with!6–12yr!old.!This!initial!version!of!CARATKids!has!17]item!and!was!developed!from!149!
CARAT!and!other!pediatric!questionnaires,!in!a!two]phase!study!with!consensus!meetings!between!150!
specialized!physicians!on!the!area,!and!cognitive!interviews!of!children!and!their!caregivers!(7);!it!151!
uses!a!dichotomic!scale!(Yes/No!answers),!with!easily!understandable!questions!and!images!for!152!
children.!153!
This!study!aims!to!(i)define!the!final!version!of!the!CARATKids!questionnaire!(item!reduction!and!154!
content!structure!and!layout!improvement)!and!(ii)to!evaluate!its!reliability,!responsiveness,!and!155!
cross]sectional!and!longitudinal!validity.!156!
!157!
Methods$158!
Study$design$and$setting$ $159!
A!multicentric!prospective!observational!study!was!conducted!in!eleven!centers!located!in!five!of!the!160!
seven!Portuguese!regions.!Allergists!and!pediatricians!were!invited!to!participate,!and!one!to!five!161!
physicians!at!each!center!joined!the!study.!This!study!comprised!two!visits,!3–6wk!apart,!and!was!162!
conducted!between!July!2012!and!February!2013.!163!
Participants$164!
All!patients!between!6!and!12!yr!old,!with!a!previous!medical!diagnosis!of!asthma!and!allergic!165!
rhinitis,!followed!at!the!participating!centers,!for!at!least!three!months,!were!eligible.!Children!with!166!
other!respiratory!or!chronic!diseases!that!could!interfere!with!the!study!measurements,!as!well!as!167!
parents!and!children!unable!to!fill!the!questionnaire,!were!excluded.!The!study!was!approved!by!the!168!
Hospital!CUF!Descobertas’!ethics!committee,!and!each!patient’s!parents!gave!their!written!informed!169!
consent.!170!
Data$Collection$171!
Questionnaires!were!completed!at!each!visit!by!children!and!their!caregivers,!namely!CARATKids,!172!
childhood!Asthma!Control!Test!(cACT),!and!visual!analog!scale!(VAS)!of!rhinitis!and!asthma!control.!173!
CARATKids’!initial!version!has!17!questions,!with!two!answer!options!–!‘Yes’,!scored!as!1!=!no!control!174!
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(symptom/item!present);!and!‘No’,!scored!as!0!=!control!(symptom/item!not!present).!The!attending!175!
physician!performed!a!medical!evaluation!and!filled!out!VAS!of!rhinitis!and!asthma!control.!176!
Physicians!were!blinded!to!patient/caregiver’s!questionnaire!responses.!Characteristics!of!the!177!
questionnaire!according!to!patient]reported!outcomes!Ga2len!recommendations!are!presented!on!178!
Table!S1!(8).!179!
Data$Analysis$180!
Sample!size!was!established!using!COSMIN!recommendations!(9).!To!assess!over!100!participants,!181!
with!an!attrition!rate!of!10%,!115!patients!were!planned!to!be!included.!Sample!characteristics!were!182!
described!by!standard!descriptive!statistics.!The!variables’!distribution!was!plotted!to!visually!assess!183!
the!distribution,!and!parametric!and!nonparametric!tests!were!used!as!appropriate.!184!
The!physicians’!VAS!assessing!asthma!or!rhinitis!control!were!categorized!as!dichotomous!variables,!185!
classifying!the!patient!as!controlled!or!uncontrolled.!Disease!control!was!defined!as!a!VAS!186!
measurement!to!be!greater!than!six!out!of!a!scale!ranging!from!0!(bad)!to!10!(good),!according!to!187!
previous!reports!(10).!This!was!applied!for!the!control!of!allergic!rhinitis!as!well!as!asthma!control.!188!
Asthma!control!was!also!classified!according!to!the!Global!Initiative!for!Asthma!(GINA)!guidelines!(5)!189!
and!to!cACT,!with!controlled!asthma!defined!as!a!score!of!19!or!less!(11).!A!patient!was!considered!190!
controlled!when!both!asthma!and!rhinitis!were!controlled,!taking!into!account!the!GINA!191!
classification!for!asthma!and!physician!VAS!classification!for!rhinitis.!The!rhinitis!severity!was!192!
classified!according!to!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!its!Impact!on!Asthma!(ARIA)!recommendations!(12).!193!
Patients!who!were!graded!between!5.0!and!6.0!in!the!second!visit’s!control!variation!VAS!of!both!194!
asthma!and!rhinitis!were!considered!to!be!clinically!stable.!195!
All!answers!were!analyzed!and!response!rates!computed.!Results!from!physician!assessment!196!
measures!and!children/caregiver’s!answers!in!each!visit!were!pooled!and!plotted!against!CARATKids!197!
scores!and!factors.!198!
Item$Reduction$199!
Item!reduction!was!based!on!statistical!criteria!and!on!a!consensus!meeting!with!an!expert!panel!200!
held!in!May!2013.!Stepwise!logistic!regression!was!performed!to!reduce!the!17]item!working!201!
questionnaire.!Exploratory!factor!analysis!and!internal!consistency!analysis!were!also!performed!and!202!
taken!into!account!for!the!item!reduction.!An!item!was!considered!redundant,!and!it!was!discarded,!203!
if!one!of!the!following!occurred:!a)responses!over!95%!in!a!single!category!of!a!variable;!b)a!p]value!204!
of!less!than!0.10!in!logistic!regression!analysis;!c)considerable!cross]loading!(>0.300!in!more!than!205!
one!factor)!or!low!item]total!correlation!(<0.400)!or!increased!Cronbach’s!alpha!if!the!item!was!206!
deleted.! !207!
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Evaluation$of$CARATKids$208!
Control!of!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!Children!measurement!properties!were!assessed!209!
according!to!the!COSMIN!checklist!(9):!(i)reliability!(internal!consistency,!using!Cronbach’s!a;!test–210!
retest!reliability,!using!intraclass!correlation!coefficient!(ICC)),!(ii)responsiveness!(within]!patient!211!
change!in!CARATKids!score;!Guyatt’s!responsiveness!index!(GRI)),!(iii)discriminative!properties!and!212!
validity!–!(iii.a)concurrent!validity!(physician!assessment,!self]assessment,!and!cACT);!213!
(iii.b)longitudinal!validity!(physician!assessment,!self]!assessment,!and!cACT);!and!(iii.c)hypothesis!214!
testing,!with!a!priori!predictions!for!concurrent!validity!for!the!correlation!defined!as:!(i)0.5–0.7!with!215!
cACT;!(ii)0.4–0.7!with!the!symptoms!VAS;!(iii)0.4–0.6!with!the!physician’s!assessment).!Confidence!216!
intervals!(CI)!for!correlation!coefficients!were!calculated!using!bootstrap!methods.!Lower!and!upper!217!
limits!of!the!95%CI!corresponded!to!the!percentiles!2.5!and!97.5!of!the!distribution!of!the!sample!218!
statistics!after!thousand!replicates!(random!samples!with!replacement!of!the!same!size!as!the!219!
original!sample)!for!each!estimate.!220!
The!statistical!analysis!was!carried!out!using!SPPS!21.0!(SPSS!Inc.,!Chicago,!IL,!USA).!The!level!of!221!
significance!was!set!at!p<0.05.!222!
!223!
Results$224!
The!113!patients!included!were!assessed!by!23!physicians!at!11!outpatients’!clinics.!Twelve!patients!225!
(10.6%)!did!not!attend!the!second!visit.!The!general!characteristics!of!patients!are!summarized!in!226!
Table!1.!Of!the!103!with!complete!data!on!allergy,!98!were!positive!to!house!dust!mites!and!32!for!227!
pollens,!mostly!grass!pollen,!and!13!sensitized!to!cat!or!dog.!228!
Overall,!0.3%!of!all!CARATKids!questions!were!not!answered.!The!items!with!more!missing!items!229!
each!with!two!missings!(1.8%)!were!‘Wheezing’,!by!both!children!and!parents,!‘Rhinorrhoea’!and!230!
‘Throat!symptoms’!by!children,!and!‘Nasal!Obstruction’!and!‘Dyspnoea’!by!parents.!231!
For!longitudinal!analysis,!full!data!on!disease!control!were!available!for!80!patients.!Twenty]nine!232!
patients!(36%)!were!classified!as!having!clinically!stable!asthma!and!rhinitis.!The!unstable!group!233!
included!51!patients,!15!with!both!unstable!asthma!and!rhinitis,!16!with!only!unstable!rhinitis,!and!234!
20!with!only!unstable!asthma.!235!
Item$Reduction$236!
Internal!consistency!was!better!when!questions!were!answered!by!the!parents!and!children!237!
separately!than!when!answered!together.!Moreover,!the!responses!of!parents!and!children!238!
separately!had!better!correlation!coefficients!with!comparative!measures!than!questions!answered!239!
by!parents!and!children!together!(data!not!shown).!The!expert!panel,!held!to!discuss!item!selection,!240!
decided!the!questions!should!be!answered!by!the!children!and!the!parents!separately!(Fig.!S1).!The!241!
item!‘Hospitalization’!was!eliminated,!because!it!had!more!than!95%!of!answers!‘No’.!Then,!using!242!
stepwise!logistic!regression,!the!items!‘Nasal!pruritus’,!‘Throat!symptoms’,!and!‘Ocular!symptoms’!243!
were!excluded!(Fig.!S1).!Internal!consistency!analysis!was!in!agreement!with!this!13]item!version!of!244!
the!questionnaire.!Exploratory!factor!analysis!identified!four!factors!and!had!no!contribution!to!the!245!
item!reduction.!The!final!questionnaire!had!13!questions.!Based!on!the!data!from!internal!246!
consistency!and!logistic!regression!analysis!and!the!associations!with!external!comparison!measures,!247!
eight!questions!are!best!answered!by!the!children!and!five!by!the!parents.! !248!
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Properties$and$Evaluation$of$CARATKids$249!
Control!of!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!Children!had!a!median!(P25]P75)!score!of!4!(2–7)!in!250!
the!first!visit!and!of!3!(1–5)!in!the!second!one.!Nine!patients!(8.2%)!in!visit!1!and!13!(15.6%)!in!visit!2!251!
had!the!minimum!score!of!0,!and!2!(1.8%)!in!visit!1!and!1!(0.9%)!in!visit!2!had!the!maximum!score!of!252!
13.!The!mean!(s.d.)!score!difference!between!the!two!visits!was!of!]1.46!(3.34),!p<0.001.!Control!of!253!
Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!Children!scores!were!significantly!different!when!comparing!254!
patients!with!controlled,!uncontrolled,!and!partly!controlled!asthma,!and!when!comparing!children!255!
with!mild!rhinitis!with!those!with!moderate!to!severe!disease!(p<0.05).!Scores!differed!significantly!256!
between!physician’s!treatment!decision!groups!(reduction,!maintenance,!or!increase),!GINA!257!
classification!of!asthma!control,!and!ARIA!classification!of!severity!(Fig.!1!and!Table!S2).!In!both!visits,!258!
significant!differences!are!observed!in!CARATKids!scores!between!control!groups!defined!by!cACT!259!
(Fig.!1).!260!
In!the!internal!consistency!analysis,!the!Cronbach’s!alpha!was!0.80!for!CARATKids.!261!
All!correlation!coefficients!met!the!a!priori!predictions!(Table!2).!Coefficients!varied!between!0.430!262!
and!]0.689!(all!p<0.001).!Correlation!coefficient!of!CARATKids!scores!with!GINA!classification!of!263!
asthma!control!was!of!]0.60!(95%CI!]0.728;!]0.442)!and!of!0.430!(0.235;!0.584)!with!ARIA!264!
classification!of!rhinitis!severity!(p<0.001).!265!
Receiver!operating!characteristic!curves!for!CARATKids!are!shown!in!Fig.!2.!The!areas!under!the!266!
curve!for!CARATKids!ranged!from!0.761!(physician!evaluation!of!rhinitis!control)!to!0.826!(cACT).!267!
In!the!test–retest!reliability!analysis,!the!ICC!was!0.80!in!the!stable!group.!When!evaluating!268!
responsiveness,!we!observed!a!significant!within]patient!change!of!CARATKids!score!in!clinically!269!
unstable!patients,!not!only!when!both!the!conditions!were!unstable!(mean(s.d.)!change!of!]270!
3.8(2.83),!p!<!0.001)!but!also!when!at!least!one!was!unstable!(]2.1(3.54),!p<0.001).!In!the!stable!271!
group,!there!was!a!non]significant!difference!(mean(s.d.)!of!]0.59(2.52),!p=0.23)!between!CARATKids!272!
scores!in!the!two!visits.!The!GRI!was!of!1.51!in!the!group!with!both!conditions!unstable.!273!
The!range!of!the!correlation!coefficients!between!the!variation!in!CARATKids!scores!and!the!274!
variation!in!physician!assessment!of!control!using!VAS!was!0.454!and!0.446,!meeting!the!a!priori!275!
prediction!(Table!2).!276!
Discussion$277!
This!article!describes!the!clinical!evaluation!of!CARATKids,!the!first!questionnaire!developed!to!278!
concurrently!assess!asthma!and!allergic!rhinitis!control!in!6]!to!12]yr]old!children.!A!process!of!item!279!
reduction!from!the!initial!17]item!version!of!CARATKids!was!performed!to!reduce!redundancy!and!280!
improve!the!questionnaire’s!reliability!and!validity.!The!13]item!questionnaire!showed!to!have!good!281!
discriminative!properties.!282!
Of!the!13!items,!five!are!to!be!answered!by!parents!and!eight!by!children!(Fig.!S1).!Although!this!283!
method!of!a!twofold!answer!was!found!to!be!the!most!adequate!solution,!the!usability!of!the!284!
questionnaire!is!somehow!reduced!by!the!parent!and!child!response!method.!However,!previous!285!
studies!on!asthma!also!observed!divergence!between!children!and!parent]reported!variables,!with!286!
some!sets!of!questions!being!better!answered!by!each!of!them!(11,!13,!14).!In!fact,!cACT!also!has!a!287!
twofold!answer!method!(11).!The!questions!on!sneezing!and!other!nasal!symptoms!had!better!288!
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results!when!answered!by!the!children,!while!parents!may!be!less!aware!of!the!frequency!of!these!289!
symptoms.!In!the!cognitive!interviews!performed!in!the!initial!stages!of!CARATKids!development,!290!
this!lack!of!concordance!was!already!observed!(7).!291!
The!internal!consistency!was!satisfactory!(15),!being!similar!or!better!than!other!questionnaires!292!
evaluating!asthma!control!in!children,!such!as!cACT!(11),!Asthma!Control!Questionnaire!(ACQ)!in!293!
Children!(CAN)!(16),!Test!for!Respiratory!and!Asthma!Control!in!Kids!(TRACK)!(17),!ACQ!in!children!294!
(18),!or!Asthma!Quiz!(19)!(Table!3);!however,!it!was!slightly!lower!than!the!one!in!adult’s!295!
questionnaires,!as!CARAT!(20)!and!Asthma!Control!Test!(ACT)!(21)!(Table!3).!The!areas!under!the!296!
curve!were!high!(0.761–0.826),!namely!when!compared!with!physician!assessment!of!control!and!297!
cACT!(Fig.!2)!assumed!as!comparators.!These!are!in!the!same!range!of!those!previously!observed!in!298!
studies!on!adults!and!are!higher!than!the!ones!reported!for!cACT!(Table!3).!299!
A!gold!standard!for!ARA!control!has!not!been!established!yet.!Therefore,!concurrent!validity!was!300!
assessed!using!different!external!measures!of!control,!based!on!physicians,!children,!and!caregivers’!301!
assessments.!A!priori!predictions!were!met,!and!all!coefficients!are!in!the!same!range!as!those!302!
observed!with!other!tools!to!assess!control,!both!in!children!and!adults!(Table!3).!303!
In!test–retest!reliability!analysis,!CARATKids!scores!showed!an!ICC!similar!or!better!than!those!of!304!
ACQ!in!children,!TRACK,!CAN,!ACT,!and!CARAT!(Table!3).!305!
Large!responsiveness,!greater!than!0.8!was!observed!(22).!Moreover,!the!magnitude!of!GRI!of!306!
CARATKids!(1.51)!was!similar!to!the!one!of!CARAT!(1.54).!307!
Regarding!longitudinal!validity,!correlation!coefficients!were!higher!than!a!priori!predictions!for!308!
physician!and!children!VAS!of!both!asthma!and!rhinitis!control!(Table!2),!but!not!for!cACT.!As!we!309!
could!not!find!longitudinal!validity!assessment!of!cACT,!it!is!difficult!to!interpret!the!low!correlation!310!
coefficient!we!observed!between!ΔCARATKids!scores!and!ΔcACT.!This!low!correlation!may!be!311!
related!to!differences!in!sensitivities!or!responsiveness!of!the!questionnaires.!In!any!case,!in!both!312!
visits,!significant!differences!were!observed!in!CARATKids!scores!between!cACT!control!groups!(Fig.!313!
1).!The!only!control!questionnaires!for!children!with!published!longitudinal!validity!results!are!ACQ!314!
in!children!and!CAN.!The!CARATKids!longitudinal!results!are!similar!to!CAN!and!worse!than!ACQ!in!315!
children!(Table!3).!This!may!be!related!to!differences!in!the!study!design,!as!ACQ!for!children!was!316!
evaluated!in!a!single!center,!with!3!visits!in!4wk!(0,!1,!and!4wk)!that!included!only!35!children!(18).!317!
Moreover,!a!guideline]based!assessment!of!asthma!control!is!already!available,!while!the!control!of!318!
rhinitis!was!defined!by!physician]derived!measures!because!no!gold!standard!measure!is!available!319!
yet.!It!is!known!that!there!is!a!bias!associated!with!the!physician!assessment!of!control!(23),!which!320!
can!partly!explain!the!somewhat!lower!CARATKids!scores.!Nevertheless,!CARATKids!longitudinal!321!
validity!results!were!similar!to!those!of!control!questionnaires!in!adults!and!of!the!CAN!322!
questionnaire!(Table!3).!323!
This!study!has!several!limitations.!Interobserver!agreement!may!have!been!reduced!by!the!high!324!
number!of!observes!included,!as!data!were!collected!by!23!physicians!at!11!outpatients’!clinics.!325!
Nevertheless,!this!dispersion!of!data!collection!may!improve!the!generalizability!to!the!real]world!326!
clinical!practice.!Also,!patients!were!not!equally!distributed!across!the!range!of!asthma!and!rhinitis!327!
severity,!and!for!some!subgroups,!the!number!of!patients!was!low.!This!was!specially!relevant!for!328!
uncontrolled!asthma!subgroup!for!which!only!12!patients!were!accessed.!Furthermore,!CARATKids!329!
was!only!assessed!in!children!established!asthma!and!allergic!rhinitis!diagnosis;!therefore,!its!330!
performance!in!children!with!only!one!of!the!diseases!remains!unknown.!331!
Minimal!important!difference!and!cutoff!values!are!important!properties!that!were!not!objectives!of!332!
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this!study!and!should!be!defined!in!future!studies.!This!would!be!specially!important!to!use!333!
CARATKids!in!intervention!studies.!Nevertheless,!we!conducted!exploratory!analysis!of!the!cutoff!334!
values.!We!considered!one!point!for!each!‘Yes’!answer!and!classified!the!CARATKids!scores!as!335!
controlled!(<4),!insufficiently!controlled!(4,!5),!and!uncontrolled!(>5).!Uncontrolled!asthma!or!rhinitis!336!
can!be!ruled!out!with!a!score!of!three!or!less!and!ruled!in!with!a!score!higher!than!five!with!good!337!
sensitivity!and!specificity!(Table!S3).!The!clinical!usefulness!of!routine!assessment!of!control!in!338!
children,!using!questionnaires,!also!needs!to!be!assessed!in!long]term!studies.!339!
In!conclusion,!CARATKids,!the!first!questionnaire!assessing!allergic!rhinitis!and!asthma!control!for!340!
children!6–12!yr!old,!showed!adequate!psychometric!properties!to!be!used!in!clinical!practice.!341!
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Tables$349!
$ Visit$1$$
n=113$
Visit$2$
n=101$
Age$mean$(SD)$years$ 8.75!(1.86)! 8.84!(1.82)!
Gender$n$(%)$ ! !
Male$ 69!(61.1%)! 64!(63.4%)!
Female$ 44!(38.9%)! 37!(36.6%)!
cACT$score$(p25Op75)$ 23!(19]25)! 24!(21.3]26)!
Physician$Assessment$n$(%)$ ! !
Asthma$Control$O$GINA$ ! !
Uncontrolled$ 12!(10.6%)! 4!(3.5%)!
Partly$Controlled$ 36!(31.9%)! 18!(15.9%)!
Controlled$ 46!(40.7%)! 65!(57.5%)!
Rhinitis$O$ARIA$ ! !
Intermittent$ 43!(38.1%)! 50!(44.2%)!
Persistent$ 66!(58.4%)! 49!(43.4%)!
Mild$ 73!(64.6%)! 82!(72.6%)!
Moderate/Severe$ 37!(32.7%)! 19!(16.8%)!
VAS$Control$median$(p25Op75)$ ! !
Asthma$ 5!(8]9)! 9!(8]9.5)!
Rhinitis$ 6!(4]8)! 8!(6]9)!
Treatment$Decision$n$(%)$ ! !
Reduce$ 8!(7.1%)! 9!(9.1%)!
Maintain$ 51!(45.5%)! 68!(68.7%)!
Increase$ 53!(47.3%)! 22!(22.2%)!
$350!
Table$1$Characteristics!of!participants.!cACT,!childhood!Asthma!Control!Test;!GINA,!Global!Initiative!351!
for!Asthma;!ARIA,!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!its!Impact!on!Asthma;!VAS,!Visual!Analogue!Scale.! !352!
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$
Physician$Assessment$–$VAS/ΔVAS$ Children$Assessment$–$VAS/ΔVAS$
cACT/ΔcACT$
Asthma$Control$ Rhinitis$Control$ Asthma$Control$ Rhinitis$Control$
CARATKids$ ]0.548!(]0.678;]0.371)!
]0.499!
(]0.648;]0.308)!
0.608!
(0.439;0.74)!
0.446!
(0.266;0.591)!
]0.689!
(]0.805;]0.543)!
ΔCARATKids$ ]0.446!(]0.656;]0.163)!
]0.454!
(]0.687;]0.177)!
0.466!
(0.19;0.687)!
0.447!
(0.172;0.663)!
]0.344!
(]0.633;]0.033)!
$353!
Table$2$Correlation!coefficients!between!CARATKids!with!external!measures!of!control!and!of!354!
between]visits!changes!(variation)!of!CARATKids!scores!(ΔCARATKids)!and!between]visits!changes!of!355!
external!measures!of!control.$Data!is!presented!as!Spearmen!correlation!coefficients!(95%CI).!356!
CARATKids,!Control!of!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!Children;!VAS,!Visual!Analog!Scale;!cACT,!357!
childhood!Asthma!Control!Test! !358!
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$
Internal$
consistency$
Concurrent$
validity$
ROC$curves$
(AUC)$
TestO
retest$ICC$ Responsiveness$
Longitudinal$
validity$
For$Children$ ! ! ! ! ! !
CARATKids$ 0.80! 0.37]0.73,!all!p<0.001! 0.76]0.83! 0.80!
Significant!within]
patient!change!
0.32]0.44,!all!
p<0.05!
cACT$(11)$ 0.79! 0.47]0.68,!all!p<0.001! 0.67]0.71! NA! NA! NA!
ACQ$in$children$
(18,$24)$ 0.75! 0.52]0.83! 0.60! 0.79!
Significant!within]
patient!change! 0.66]0.89!
TRACK(17,$25)$ 0.75! NA! 0.78! 0.63! Significant!within]patient!change! NA!
Asthma$
Quiz(19)$ 0.73! NA! NA! NA! NA! NA!
CAN(16)$ 0.82! ]0.18];0.14! 0.73]0.77! 0.73! Significant!within]patient!change! ]0.34;]0.23!
For$Adults$ ! ! ! ! ! !
CARAT$(20,$26)$ 0.85! 0.48]0.71,!all!p<0.001! 0.82! 0.82!
Significant!within]
patient!change! 0.31]0.65!
ACT$(21,$27)$ 0.85! 0.31]0.89,!all!p<0.001! 0.69! 0.77!
Significant!within]
patient!change!
0.29]0.81,!all!
p<0.001!
ACQ$(27,$28)$ NA! 0.19]0.76! 0.85]0.90! 0.90! Significant!within]patient!change! 0.15]0.73!
!359!
Table$3!When!available,!data!from!different!sources!were!used!and!the!higher!values!on!each!360!
questionnaire!description!are!presented.!CARATKids,!Control!of!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!361!
Children;!cACT,!childhood!Asthma!Control!Test;!ACQ,!Asthma!Control!Questionnaire;!TRACK,!Test!for!362!
Respiratory!and!Asthma!Control!in!Kids;!CAN,!Asthma!Control!Questionnaire!for!Children;!CARAT,!363!
Control!of!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test;!ACT,!Asthma!Control!Test;!NA,!not!available.*Values!are!364!
for!patient!and!carer’s!versions,!respectively.365!
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Figures!366!
$367!
Figure$1$Mean!and!95%!confidence!intervals!of!CARATKids!scores!in!both!visits!1!and!2!with:!(a)!368!
physician’s!decision!of!treatment!reduction,!maintenance,!or!increase;!(b)!asthma!control!classified!369!
by!cACT;!(c)!GINA!classification!of!asthma!control;!and!(d)!ARIA!classification!of!rhinitis!severity.!370!
CARATKids,!Control!of!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!Test!for!Children;!cACT,!childhood!Asthma!371!
Control!Test;!ARIA,!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!its!Impact!on!Asthma;!GINA,!Global!Initiative!for!Asthma.! !372!
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!373!
Figure$2!Receiver!operating!characteristic!curves!of!CARAT10!score!against!(a)!asthma!control!374!
classified!by!cACT;!physician!assessment!of!(b)!rhinitis!and!(c)!asthma!control.!ROC,!receiver!375!
operating!characteristic;!cACT,!childhood!Asthma!Control!Test;!VAS,!visual!analog!scale;!AUC,!area!376!
under!curve.377! improve the questionnaire’s reliability and validity. The
13-item questionnaire showed to have good discriminative
properties.
Of the 13 items, five are to be answered by parents and eight
by children (Fig. S1). Although this method of a twofold
answer was found to be the most adequate solution, the
usability of the questionnaire is somehow reduced by the
parent and child response method. However, previous studies
on asthma also observed divergence between children and
parent-reported variables, with some sets of questions being
better answered by each of them (11, 13, 14). In fact, cACT
also has a twofold answer method (11). The questions on
sneezing and other nasal symptoms had better results when
answered by the children, while parents may be less aware of
the frequency of these symptoms. In the cognitive interviews
performed in the initial stages of CARATKids development,
this lack of concordance was already observed (7).
The internal consistency was satisfactory (15), being similar
or better than other questionnaires evaluating asthma control
in children, such as cACT (11), Asthma Control Questionnaire
(ACQ) in Children (CAN) (16), Test for Respiratory and
Asthma Control in Kids (TRACK) (17), ACQ in children (18),
or Asthma Quiz (19) (Table 3); however, it was slightly lower
than the one in adult’s questionnaires, as CARAT (20) and
Asthma Control Test (ACT) (21) (Table 3). The areas under
the curve were high (0.761–0.826), namely when compared with
physician assessment of control and cACT (Fig. 2) assumed as
comparators. These are in the same range of those previously
observed in studies on adults and are higher than the ones
reported for cACT (Table 3).
A gold standard for ARA control has not been established
yet. Therefore, concurrent validity was assessed using different
external measures of control, based on physicians, children, and
caregivers’ assessments. A priori predictions were met, and all
coefficients are in the same range as those observed with other
tools to assess control, both in children and adults (Table 3).
In test–retest reliability analysis, CARATKids scores
showed an ICC similar or better than those of ACQ in
children, TRACK, CAN, ACT, and CARAT (Table 3).
Large responsiveness, greater than 0.8 was observed (22).
Moreover, the magnitude of GRI of CARATKids (1.51) was
similar to the one of CARAT (1.54).
Regarding longitudinal validity, correlation coefficients
were higher than a priori predictions for physician and
children VAS of both asthma and rhinitis control (Table 2),
but not for cACT. As we could not find longitudinal validity
assessment of cACT, it is difficult to interpret the low
correlation coefficient we observed between DCARATKids
scores and DcACT. This low correlation may be related to
differences in sensitivities or responsiveness of the question-
naires. In any case, in both visits, significant differences were
observed in CARATKids scores between cACT control
groups (Fig. 1). The only control questionnaires for children
with published longitudinal validity results are ACQ in
Table 2 Correlation coefficients between CARATKids with external measures of control and of between-visits changes (variation) of
CARATKids scores (DCARATKids) and between-visits changes of external measures of control
Physician Assessment – VAS/DVAS Children Assessment – VAS/DVAS
cACT/DcACTAsthma Control Rhinitis Control Asthma Control Rhinitis Control
CARATKids !0.548 (!0.678; !0.371) !0.499 (!0.648; !0.308) 0.608 (0.439;0.74) 0.446 (0.266;0.591) !0.689 (!0.805; !0.543)
DCARATKids !0.446 (!0.656; !0.163) !0.454 (!0.687; !0.177) 0.466 (0.19;0.687) 0.447 (0.172;0.663) !0.344 (!0.633; !0.033)
Data are presented as Spearmen correlation coefficients (95%CI). CARATKids, Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children; VAS,
visual analog scale; cACT, childhood Asthma Control Test.
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Figure 2 Receiver operating characteristic curves of CARAT10 score against (a) asthma control classified by cACT; physician assessment of (b)
rhinitis and (c) asthma control. ROC, receiver operating characteristic; cACT, childhood Asthma Control Test; VAS, visual analog scale; AUC, area
under curve.
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Supplementary$File$449!
Name$of$the$tool$$ Control$of$Allergic$Rhinitis$and$Asthma$Test$for$Children$
Acronym$ CARATKids$
Author! Fonseca!JA,!Borrego!LM,!Linhares!D,!Morais]Almeida!A!for!the!
CARATKids!study!group!
Bibliographic!references!of!the!
original!questionnaire!!
Borrego!LM!et!al.!BMC!Pediatr.!2014!(7)!
Linhares!D!et!al.!Pediatr!Allergy!Immunol.!2014!
Target! Allergic!Rhinitis!and!Asthma!
Population! Children!from!6!to!12!years!old!
Administration! Self]administration!
Original!language! Portuguese!
Existing!translations! Under!development!
Numbers!of!items! 13!(8!to!be!answer!by!children!and!5!by!parents)!
Tool!dimensions! Not!available!
Scaling!of!items! Yes!(1)!or!No!(0)!
Scoring!of!items! 0!(Best)!to!13!(Worst)!
List!of!items! Children!answer:!Nasal!Obstruction,!Sneezing,!Rinorrhoeae,!
Dyspnoeae,!Wheezing,!Cough,!Symptoms!with!laught!or!
exercise,!Daily!activities!limitation!
Parents!answer:!Waking!up!at!night,!Symptoms!in!the!morning,!
Missing!school/activities,!Medication!increase,!Nonscheduled!
consultation!
Minimal!important!difference! Not!assessed!
Shortened!versions! Current!version!
Performed!trials! Not!available!
Copyright! Copyrighted:!its!use!for!individual!purposes!is!free!and!does!not!
requires!any!authorization;!the!use!of!the!questionnaire!by!any!
research!group,!to!aggregate!data!from!different!patients,!
requires!a!communication!to!the!CARAT!group;!for]profit!
organizations!or!the!use!of!the!questionnaire!with!
commercial/marketing!purposes!will!require!case]by]case!
authorization!from!the!CARAT!group!(www.caratnetwork.org)!
Contact!information! João!A!Fonseca!
Faculty!of!Medicine!of!University!of!Porto,!!
Alameda!Hernâni!Monteiro!!
4200]319!Porto,!Portugal!
fonseca.ja@gmail.com!
Supplementary$File$–$Table$A.$Questionnaire!characteristics!according!to!Patient]reported!
Outcomes’!recommendations!of!Ga2len!(8).!
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$ CARATKIDS$Scores$$
$ Visit$1$ Visit$2$
All$ 4!(0]13)! 3!(0]13)!
Gender$ ! ! ! !
Male$ 4!(0]13)! p=0.577! 3!(0]11)! p=0.497!
Female$ 5!(0]11)! 3!(0]13)!
Physician$Assessment$ ! ! ! !
$$$Asthma$Control$O$GINA$ ! ! !
Uncontrolled$ 8.5!(5]13)! p<0.001$ 6.5!(3]11)! p=0.002$
Partly$Controlled$ 5!(2]13)! 5!(1]9)!
Controlled$ 3!(0]11)! 2!(0]13)!
$$$Rhinitis$O$ARIA$ ! ! ! !
Intermittent$ 4!(0]13)! p=0.341! 3!(0]9)! p=0.661!
Persistent$ 5!(0]11)! 3!(0]13)!
Mild$ 3!(0]11)! P<0.001$ 3!(0]13)! p=0.001$
Moderate/Severe$ 7.5!(0]13)! 7!(0]11)!
$$$Treatment$Decision$ ! ! ! !
Reduce$ 3!(0]9)! p<0.001$ 2!(0]4)! p<0.001$
Maintain$ 3!(0]11)! 2!(0]11)!
Increase$ 5.5!(0]13)! 6!(1]13)!
$450!
Supplementary$File$–$Table$B!CARATKids!scores!in!visit!1!and!2!by!gender,!by!GINA!and!ARIA!451!
classifications!and!by!physician!treatment!decision.!Results!are!presented!as!median!(min]max).!452!
GINA!]!Global!Initiative!for!Asthma;!ARIA!]!Allergic!Rhinitis!and!its!Impact!on!Asthma$ !453!
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$ CutOoff$values$
Uncontrolled$ 3$ 5$
Asthma$OR$Rhinits$
Sensitivity! 0.803! !
Specificity! ! 0.929!
Asthma$AND$Rhinitis$
Sensitivity! 0.914! !
Specificity! ! 0.929!
$454!
Supplementary$File$–$Table$C!Sensitivity!and!Specificity!for!CARATKids’!3!and!5!cut]off!values.!Each!455!
“yes”!answer!was!considered!1!point!and!CARATKids’!scores!were!classified!as!controlled!(<4),!456!
insufficiently!controlled!(4]5)!and!uncontrolled!(>5).!Specificity!and!Sensitivity!of!this!categorization!457!
was!computed,!both!when!uncontrolled!was!defined!as!uncontrolled!asthma!and!uncontrolled!458!
rhinitis!and!when!uncontrolled!was!defined!as!uncontrolled!asthma!or!uncontrolled!rhinitis.$ !459!
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$460!
Supplementary$File$–$Figure$A$CARATKids!initial!17!items!and!final!13]item.!The!lowlighted!items!461!
were!excluded!at!the!item!reduction!process;!the!orange!lined!boxes!contain!the!items!to!be!462!
answered!by!children!and!the!blue!ones!by!caregivers.!!Exclusion!of!items!was!based!on:!95%!of!463!
answer!“No”!for!“Hospitalization”!and!by!stepwise!logistic!regression!for!the!other!item!464!
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Abstract
Background: Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children (CA-
RATKids) is the first questionnaire that assesses simultaneously allergic rhinitis and
asthma control in children. It was recently developed, but redundancy of questions
and its psychometric properties were not assessed. This study aimed to (i) establish the
final version of the CARATKids questionnaire and (ii) evaluate its reliability,
responsiveness, cross-sectional validity, and longitudinal validity.
Methods: A prospective observational study was conducted in 11 Portuguese centers.
During two visits separated by 6 wk, CARATKids, visual analog scale scales and
childhood asthma control test were completed, and participant’s asthma and rhinitis
were evaluated by his/her physician without knowing the questionnaires’ results. Data-
driven item reduction was conducted, and internal consistency, responsiveness
analysis, and associations with external measures of disease status were assessed.
Results: Of the 113 children included, 101 completed both visits. After item reduction,
the final version of the questionnaire has 13 items, eight to be answered by the child
and five by the caregiver. Its Cronbach’s alpha was 0.80, the Guyatt’s responsiveness
index was !1.51, and a significant (p < 0.001) within-patient change of CARATKids
score in clinical unstable patients was observed. Regarding cross-sectional validity,
correlation coefficients of CARATKids with the external measures of control were
between 0.45 and !0.69 and met the a priori predictions. In the longitudinal validity
assessment, the correlation coefficients between the score changes of CARATKids and
those of external measures of control ranged from 0.34 to 0.46.
Conclusion: CARATKids showed adequate psychometric properties and is ready to be
used in clinical practice.
Asthma and allergic rhinitis (ARA) are chronic inflammatory
diseases of the airways that often coexist in children (1).
Rhinitis increases the risk of asthma and impairs its control
(2–4). When non-controlled, these conditions are responsible
for a significant decrease in patient’s quality of life (1).
Currently, clinical asthma control is defined as the frequency
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and intensity of symptoms and functional limitations that a
patient experiences or has recently experienced as a conse-
quence of the disease and includes day and night symptoms,
use of reliever therapy, activity limitations, and lung function
measurements (5). Rhinitis control has never been formally
defined. Nevertheless, Demoly et al. (6) recently argued for the
use of the concept of rhinitis control as a way to improve
clinical decisions.
CARAT10 was the first tool that was developed and
validated to assess ARA control in adults (age ≥ 18 yr)
(6–8). In children, until recently, there were several available
tools evaluating asthma control, but as far as we know, there
was no tool assessing the control of rhinitis or ARA. Control
of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children (CARATK-
ids) was developed to evaluate ARA control in children with
6–12 yr old. This initial version of CARATKids has 17-item
and was developed from CARAT and other pediatric ques-
tionnaires, in a two-phase study with consensus meetings
between specialized physicians on the area, and cognitive
interviews of children and their caregivers (7); it uses a
dichotomic scale (Yes/No answers), with easily understandable
questions and images for children.
This study aims to (i) define the final version of the
CARATKids questionnaire (item reduction and content struc-
ture and layout improvement) and (ii) to evaluate its reliability,
responsiveness, and cross-sectional and longitudinal validity.
Methods
Study design and setting
A multicentric prospective observational study was conducted
in eleven centers located in five of the seven Portuguese regions.
Allergists and pediatricians were invited to participate, and one
to five physicians at each center joined the study. This study
comprised two visits, 3–6 wk apart, and was conducted
between July 2012 and February 2013.
Participants
All patients between 6 and 12 yr old, with a previous medical
diagnosis of asthma and allergic rhinitis, followed at the
participating centers, for at least three months, were eligible.
Children with other respiratory or chronic diseases that could
interfere with the study measurements, as well as parents and
children unable to fill the questionnaire, were excluded. The
study was approved by the Hospital CUF Descobertas’ ethics
committee, and each patient’s parents gave their written
informed consent.
Data Collection
Questionnaires were completed at each visit by children and
their caregivers, namely CARATKids, childhood Asthma
Control Test (cACT), and visual analog scale (VAS) of rhinitis
and asthma control. CARATKids’ initial version has 17
questions, with two answer options – ‘Yes’, scored as 1 = no
control (symptom/item present); and ‘No’, scored as
0 = control (symptom/item not present). The attending physi-
cian performed a medical evaluation and filled out VAS of
rhinitis and asthma control. Physicians were blinded to patient/
caregiver’s questionnaire responses. Characteristics of the
questionnaire according to patient-reported outcomes Ga2len
recommendations are presented on Table S1 (8).
Data Analysis
Sample size was established using COSMIN recommendations
(9). To assess over 100 participants, with an attrition rate of
10%, 115 patients were planned to be included. Sample
characteristics were described by standard descriptive statistics.
The variables’ distribution was plotted to visually assess the
distribution, and parametric and nonparametric tests were used
as appropriate.
The physicians’ VAS assessing asthma or rhinitis control
were categorized as dichotomous variables, classifying the
patient as controlled or uncontrolled. Disease control was
defined as a VAS measurement to be greater than six out of a
scale ranging from 0 (bad) to 10 (good), according to previous
reports (10). This was applied for the control of allergic rhinitis
as well as asthma control. Asthma control was also classified
according to the Global Initiative for Asthma (GINA) guide-
lines (5) and to cACT, with controlled asthma defined as a
score of 19 or less (11). A patient was considered controlled
when both asthma and rhinitis were controlled, taking into
account the GINA classification for asthma and physician
VAS classification for rhinitis. The rhinitis severity was
classified according to Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on
Asthma (ARIA) recommendations (12). Patients who were
graded between 5.0 and 6.0 in the second visit’s control
variation VAS of both asthma and rhinitis were considered to
be clinically stable.
All answers were analyzed and response rates computed.
Results from physician assessment measures and children/
caregiver’s answers in each visit were pooled and plotted
against CARATKids scores and factors.
Item reduction
Item reduction was based on statistical criteria and on a
consensus meeting with an expert panel held in May 2013.
Stepwise logistic regression was performed to reduce the
17-item working questionnaire. Exploratory factor analysis
and internal consistency analysis were also performed and
taken into account for the item reduction. An item was
considered redundant, and it was discarded, if one of the
following occurred: a) responses over 95% in a single category
of a variable; b) a p-value of less than 0.10 in logistic regression
analysis; c) considerable cross-loading (>0.300 in more than
one factor) or low item-total correlation (<0.400) or increased
Cronbach’s alpha if the item was deleted.
Evaluation of CARATKids
Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children
measurement properties were assessed according to the
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COSMIN checklist (9): (i) reliability (internal consistency,
using Cronbach’s a; test–retest reliability, using intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC)), (ii) responsiveness (within-
patient change in CARATKids score; Guyatt’s responsiveness
index (GRI)), (iii) discriminative properties and validity – (iii.a)
concurrent validity (physician assessment, self-assessment, and
cACT); (iii.b) longitudinal validity (physician assessment, self-
assessment, and cACT); and (iii.c) hypothesis testing, with a
priori predictions for concurrent validity for the correlation
defined as: (i) 0.5–0.7 with cACT; (ii) 0.4–0.7 with the
symptoms VAS; (iii) 0.4–0.6 with the physician’s assessment).
Confidence intervals (CI) for correlation coefficients were
calculated using bootstrap methods. Lower and upper limits of
the 95%CI corresponded to the percentiles 2.5 and 97.5 of the
distribution of the sample statistics after thousand replicates
(random samples with replacement of the same size as the
original sample) for each estimate.
The statistical analysis was carried out using SPPS 21.0.
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The level of significance was
set at p < 0.05.
Results
The 113 patients included were assessed by 23 physicians at 11
outpatients’ clinics. Twelve patients (10.6%) did not attend the
second visit. The general characteristics of patients are sum-
marized in Table 1. Of the 103 with complete data on allergy,
98 were positive to house dust mites and 32 for pollens, mostly
grass pollen, and 13 sensitized to cat or dog.
Overall, 0.3% of all CARATKids questions were not
answered. The items with more missing items each with two
missings (1.8%) were ‘Wheezing’, by both children and
parents, ‘Rhinorrhoea’ and ‘Throat symptoms’ by children,
and ‘Nasal Obstruction’ and ‘Dyspnoea’ by parents.
For longitudinal analysis, full data on disease control were
available for 80 patients. Twenty-nine patients (36%) were
classified as having clinically stable asthma and rhinitis. The
unstable group included 51 patients, 15 with both unstable
asthma and rhinitis, 16 with only unstable rhinitis, and 20 with
only unstable asthma.
Item reduction
Internal consistency was better when questions were answered
by the parents and children separately than when answered
together. Moreover, the responses of parents and children
separately had better correlation coefficients with comparative
measures than questions answered by parents and children
together (data not shown). The expert panel, held to discuss
item selection, decided the questions should be answered by
the children and the parents separately (Fig. S1). The item
‘Hospitalization’ was eliminated, because it had more than
95% of answers ‘No’. Then, using stepwise logistic regression,
the items ‘Nasal pruritus’, ‘Throat symptoms’, and ‘Ocular
symptoms’ were excluded (Fig. S1). Internal consistency
analysis was in agreement with this 13-item version of the
questionnaire. Exploratory factor analysis identified four
factors and had no contribution to the item reduction. The
final questionnaire had 13 questions. Based on the data from
internal consistency and logistic regression analysis and the
associations with external comparison measures, eight ques-
tions are best answered by the children and five by the
parents.
Properties and Evaluation of CARATKids
Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children had
a median (P25-P75) score of 4 (2–7) in the first visit and of 3
(1–5) in the second one. Nine patients (8.2%) in visit 1 and 13
(15.6%) in visit 2 had the minimum score of 0, and 2 (1.8%) in
visit 1 and 1 (0.9%) in visit 2 had the maximum score of 13.
The mean (s.d.) score difference between the two visits was of
!1.46 (3.34), p < 0.001. Control of Allergic Rhinitis and
Asthma Test for Children scores were significantly different
when comparing patients with controlled, uncontrolled, and
partly controlled asthma, and when comparing children with
mild rhinitis with those with moderate to severe disease
(p < 0.05). Scores differed significantly between physician’s
treatment decision groups (reduction, maintenance, or
increase), GINA classification of asthma control, and ARIA
classification of severity (Fig. 1 and Table S2). In both visits,
significant differences are observed in CARATKids scores
between control groups defined by cACT (Fig. 1).
In the internal consistency analysis, the Cronbach’s alpha
was 0.80 for CARATKids.
Table 1 Characteristics of participants
Visit 1
n = 113
Visit 2
n = 101
Age mean (s.d.) yr 8.75 (1.86) 8.84 (1.82)
Gender n (%)
Male 69 (61.1) 64 (63.4)
Female 44 (38.9) 37 (36.6)
cACT score (p25–p75) 23 (19–25) 24 (21.3–26)
Physician assessment
Asthma Control – GINA n (%)
Uncontrolled 12 (10.6) 4 (3.5)
Partly controlled 36 (31.9) 18 (15.9)
Controlled 46 (40.7) 65 (57.5)
Rhinitis – ARIA n (%)
Intermittent 43 (38.1) 50 (44.2)
Persistent 66 (58.4) 49 (43.4)
Mild 73 (64.6) 82 (72.6)
Moderate/Severe 37 (32.7) 19 (16.8)
VAS control median (p25–p75)
Asthma 5 (8–9) 9 (8–9.5)
Rhinitis 6 (4–8) 8 (6–9)
Treatment decision n (%)
Reduce 8 (7.1) 9 (9.1)
Maintain 51 (45.5) 68 (68.7)
Increase 53 (47.3) 22 (22.2)
cACT, childhood Asthma Control Test; GINA, Global Initiative for
Asthma; ARIA, Allergic Rhinitis and its Impact on Asthma; VAS, visual
analog scale.
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All correlation coefficients met the a priori predictions
(Table 2). Coefficients varied between 0.430 and !0.689 (all
p < 0.001). Correlation coefficient of CARATKids scores with
GINA classification of asthma control was of !0.60 (95%CI
!0.728; !0.442) and of 0.430 (0.235; 0.584) with ARIA
classification of rhinitis severity (p < 0.001).
Receiver operating characteristic curves for CARATKids
are shown in Fig. 2. The areas under the curve for CARATKids
ranged from 0.761 (physician evaluation of rhinitis control) to
0.826 (cACT).
In the test–retest reliability analysis, the ICC was 0.80 in the
stable group. When evaluating responsiveness, we observed a
significant within-patient change of CARATKids score in
clinically unstable patients, not only when both the conditions
were unstable (mean (s.d.) change of !3.8 (2.83), p < 0.001)
but also when at least one was unstable (!2.1 (3.54),
p < 0.001). In the stable group, there was a non-significant
difference (mean (s.d.) of !0.59 (2.52), p = 0.23) between
CARATKids scores in the two visits. The GRI was of 1.51 in
the group with both conditions unstable.
The range of the correlation coefficients between the
variation in CARATKids scores and the variation in physician
assessment of control using VAS was !0.454 and !0.446,
meeting the a priori prediction (Table 2).
Discussion
This article describes the clinical evaluation of CARATKids,
the first questionnaire developed to concurrently assess asthma
and allergic rhinitis control in 6- to 12-yr-old children. A
process of item reduction from the initial 17-item version of
CARATKids was performed to reduce redundancy and
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Figure 1 Mean and 95% confidence intervals of CARATKids scores in both visits 1 and 2 with: (a) physician’s decision of treatment reduction,
maintenance, or increase; (b) asthma control classified by cACT; (c) GINA classification of asthma control; and (d) ARIA classification of rhinitis
severity. CARATKids, Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children; cACT, childhood Asthma Control Test; ARIA, Allergic Rhinitis and
its Impact on Asthma; GINA, Global Initiative for Asthma.
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improve the questionnaire’s reliability and validity. The
13-item questionnaire showed to have good discriminative
properties.
Of the 13 items, five are to be answered by parents and eight
by children (Fig. S1). Although this method of a twofold
answer was found to be the most adequate solution, the
usability of the questionnaire is somehow reduced by the
parent and child response method. However, previous studies
on asthma also observed divergence between children and
parent-reported variables, with some sets of questions being
better answered by each of them (11, 13, 14). In fact, cACT
also has a twofold answer method (11). The questions on
sneezing and other nasal symptoms had better results when
answered by the children, while parents may be less aware of
the frequency of these symptoms. In the cognitive interviews
performed in the initial stages of CARATKids development,
this lack of concordance was already observed (7).
The internal consistency was satisfactory (15), being similar
or better than other questionnaires evaluating asthma control
in children, such as cACT (11), Asthma Control Questionnaire
(ACQ) in Children (CAN) (16), Test for Respiratory and
Asthma Control in Kids (TRACK) (17), ACQ in children (18),
or Asthma Quiz (19) (Table 3); however, it was slightly lower
than the one in adult’s questionnaires, as CARAT (20) and
Asthma Control Test (ACT) (21) (Table 3). The areas under
the curve were high (0.761–0.826), namely when compared with
physician assessment of control and cACT (Fig. 2) assumed as
comparators. These are in the same range of those previously
observed in studies on adults and are higher than the ones
reported for cACT (Table 3).
A gold standard for ARA control has not been established
yet. Therefore, concurrent validity was assessed using different
external measures of control, based on physicians, children, and
caregivers’ assessments. A priori predictions were met, and all
coefficients are in the same range as those observed with other
tools to assess control, both in children and adults (Table 3).
In test–retest reliability analysis, CARATKids scores
showed an ICC similar or better than those of ACQ in
children, TRACK, CAN, ACT, and CARAT (Table 3).
Large responsiveness, greater than 0.8 was observed (22).
Moreover, the magnitude of GRI of CARATKids (1.51) was
similar to the one of CARAT (1.54).
Regarding longitudinal validity, correlation coefficients
were higher than a priori predictions for physician and
children VAS of both asthma and rhinitis control (Table 2),
but not for cACT. As we could not find longitudinal validity
assessment of cACT, it is difficult to interpret the low
correlation coefficient we observed between DCARATKids
scores and DcACT. This low correlation may be related to
differences in sensitivities or responsiveness of the question-
naires. In any case, in both visits, significant differences were
observed in CARATKids scores between cACT control
groups (Fig. 1). The only control questionnaires for children
with published longitudinal validity results are ACQ in
Table 2 Correlation coefficients between CARATKids with external measures of control and of between-visits changes (variation) of
CARATKids scores (DCARATKids) and between-visits changes of external measures of control
Physician Assessment – VAS/DVAS Children Assessment – VAS/DVAS
cACT/DcACTAsthma Control Rhinitis Control Asthma Control Rhinitis Control
CARATKids !0.548 (!0.678; !0.371) !0.499 (!0.648; !0.308) 0.608 (0.439;0.74) 0.446 (0.266;0.591) !0.689 (!0.805; !0.543)
DCARATKids !0.446 (!0.656; !0.163) !0.454 (!0.687; !0.177) 0.466 (0.19;0.687) 0.447 (0.172;0.663) !0.344 (!0.633; !0.033)
Data are presented as Spearmen correlation coefficients (95%CI). CARATKids, Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children; VAS,
visual analog scale; cACT, childhood Asthma Control Test.
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children and CAN. The CARATKids longitudinal results are
similar to CAN and worse than ACQ in children (Table 3).
This may be related to differences in the study design, as ACQ
for children was evaluated in a single center, with 3 visits in 4
wk (0, 1, and 4 wk) that included only 35 children (18).
Moreover, a guideline-based assessment of asthma control is
already available, while the control of rhinitis was defined by
physician-derived measures because no gold standard measure
is available yet. It is known that there is a bias associated with
the physician assessment of control (23), which can partly
explain the somewhat lower CARATKids scores. Neverthe-
less, CARATKids longitudinal validity results were similar to
those of control questionnaires in adults and of the CAN
questionnaire (Table 3).
This study has several limitations. Interobserver agreement
may have been reduced by the high number of observes
included, as data were collected by 23 physicians at 11
outpatients’ clinics. Nevertheless, this dispersion of data
collection may improve the generalizability to the real-world
clinical practice. Also, patients were not equally distributed
across the range of asthma and rhinitis severity, and for some
subgroups, the number of patients was low. This was specially
relevant for uncontrolled asthma subgroup for which only 12
patients were accessed. Furthermore, CARATKids was only
assessed in children established asthma and allergic rhinitis
diagnosis; therefore, its performance in children with only one
of the diseases remains unknown.
Minimal important difference and cutoff values are
important properties that were not objectives of this study
and should be defined in future studies. This would be
specially important to use CARATKids in intervention
studies. Nevertheless, we conducted exploratory analysis of
the cutoff values. We considered one point for each ‘Yes’
answer and classified the CARATKids scores as controlled
(<4), insufficiently controlled (4, 5), and uncontrolled (>5).
Uncontrolled asthma or rhinitis can be ruled out with a
score of three or less and ruled in with a score higher than
five with good sensitivity and specificity (Table S3). The
clinical usefulness of routine assessment of control in
children, using questionnaires, also needs to be assessed in
long-term studies.
In conclusion, CARATKids, the first questionnaire assess-
ing allergic rhinitis and asthma control for children 6–12 yr
old, showed adequate psychometric properties to be used in
clinical practice.
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Table 3 Psychometric properties of control questionnaires for asthma only, and for asthma and allergic rhinitis
Internal
consistency
Concurrent
validity
ROC curves
(AUC)
Test–retest
ICC Responsiveness Longitudinal validity
For children
CARATKids 0.80 0.37–0.73, all
p < 0.001
0.76–0.83 0.80 Significant within-patient
change
0.32–0.44, all
p < 0.05
cACT (11) 0.79 0.47–0.68, all
p < 0.001
0.67–0.71 NA NA NA
ACQ in children (18, 24) 0.75 0.52–0.83 0.60 0.79 Significant within-patient
change
0.66–0.89
TRACK (17, 25) 0.75 NA 0.78 0.63 Significant within-patient
change
NA
Asthma Quiz (19) 0.73 NA NA NA NA NA
CAN (16) 0.82 !0.18; !0.14* 0.73–0.77 0.73 Significant within-patient
change
!0.34; !0.23*
For adults
CARAT (20, 26) 0.85 0.48–0.71, all
p < 0.001
0.82 0.82 Significant within-patient
change
0.31–0.65
ACT (21, 27) 0.85 0.31–0.89, all
p < 0.001
0.69 0.77 Significant within-patient
change
0.29–0.81, all
p < 0.001
ACQ (27, 28) NA 0.19–0.76 0.85–0.90 0.90 Significant within-patient
change
0.15–0.73
When available, data from different sources were used and the higher values on each questionnaire description are presented. CARATKids,
Control of Allergic Rhinitis and Asthma Test for Children; cACT, childhood Asthma Control Test; ACQ, Asthma Control Questionnaire; TRACK,
Test for Respiratory and Asthma Control in Kids; CAN, Asthma Control Questionnaire for Children; CARAT, Control of Allergic Rhinitis and
Asthma Test; ACT, Asthma Control Test; NA, not available.
*Values are for patient and carer’s versions, respectively.
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Supporting Information
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online
version of this article:
Table S1. Questionnaire characteristics according to patient-
reported outcomes’ recommendations of Ga2len (8).
Table S2. CARATKids scores in visit 1 and visit 2 by
gender, by GINA and ARIA classifications, and by physician
treatment decision.
Table S3. Sensitivity and Specificity for CARATKids’ 3 and
5 cutoff values.
Figure S1. CARATKids initial 17 items and final 13-item.
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2)Versão)final)do)questionário)CARATKids)que)
resultou)do)trabalho)desenvolvido)
)
)
)
!
Controlo da Asma e 
Rinite Alérgica TESTE
(A preencher pela criança)
Nome: _________________________________________  Data: ___/___/______
Agora é a vez dos pais! ›
6. Tens tido tosse?
2. Tens tido espirros?
8.  Tens tido cansaço/sentido  
dificuldade em fazer as tuas atividades por causa  
da tua alergia respiratória: asma/rinite? 
4. Tens tido falta de ar?
Por causa da tua alergia respiratória: asma/rinite, nas últimas 2 semanas
Por favor, assinala com uma cruz    a resposta que melhor descreve a forma 
como te sentiste da tua alergia respiratória: asma/rinite nas últimas 2 semanas.
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
1. Tens tido nariz entupido?
3. Tens tido ranho/pingo do nariz?
5.  Tens tido pieira ou chiadeira no peito?
7.   Durante o exercício físico ou com o 
riso, tens tido tosse, pieira ou aperto 
no peito?
Soma das respostas sim
Controlo da Asma e 
Rinite Alérgica TESTE
(A preencher pelos pais ou tutor)
Nome (filho/filha): _______________________________  Idade _____  Sexo _____
Nas últimas 2 semanas, o seu filho / a sua filha
Por favor, assinale com uma cruz    a resposta que melhor descreve a forma como o 
seu filho / a sua filha se sentiu da alergia respiratória: asma/rinite, nas últimas 2 semanas.
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
Sim Não
1.  Tem acordado durante a noite por causa 
da alergia respiratória: asma/rinite?
2.  Tem tido queixas/sintomas de manhã  
ao acordar por causa da alergia respiratória: 
asma/rinite?
3.  Teve de faltar à escola ou a atividades por 
causa da alergia respiratória: asma/rinite?
4.  Teve de tomar/usar mais medicamentos 
por estar pior da alergia respiratória: asma/
rinite?
5.  Teve de ir ao médico por estar  
pior da alergia respiratória: asma/rinite?
Data: ___/___/______
Soma das respostas sim Total
(pais/tutor) (criança+pais)
!!!!!!!!
!
!
!!!
3)Comprovativo,de,apresentação,do,projeto,nos,congressos,
3rd,Pediatric,Allergy,&,Asthma,Meeting,(PAAM,2013),
14º,Congresso,Nacional,de,Pediatria,
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